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In this paper, we examine a particular example of a long-known 
spectral sequence in order to answer the lowest dimensional unre
solved question about the stable homotopy groups of spheres. In 
particular we completely determine the ^-primary component of wn(S) 
for n^2(p-l)(p2+2p)-6, for odd primes p. 

There is a spectral sequence [7] {Er, dr} such that E%* 
— H*(X; 7T*(S)) and £** is a bigraded group associated with the 
stable homotopy groups of X, any topological space. This spectral 
sequence may be generalized by replacing space X by spectrum 
A: E%*=H*(A; 7r*(S)) and E£* is a bigraded group associated with 
ir*(A). 

Consider this spectral sequence for A = K(Z), the Eilenberg-Mac-
Lane spectrum (An = K(Z, n)). Then EQ>0 = Z and E™t = 0 for (s, t) 
*(0, 0), because m*(K(Z)) =ir0(K(Z)) = Z . 

E%* = H*(K(Z); 7r*(S)) is a tensor and torsion product of a well-
known ring, H*(K(Z)) [ l ] , and a ring about which information is 
sought, T*(S). This relation gives us the information needed. 

For the actual computations, we replace S by the spectrum Lp 

where (Lp)n = M(Zpi n) is a Moore space of homology type (Zp, ri). 
I t is easily shown that 7rn(Lp)=wn(S) ®Zp+Tor(Tn-i(S) , Zp), p odd. 
Thus given any Oewn(S) not divisible by p we have an element also 
called Oeirn(Lp). Given any rjeirn(S) of order py we have an element 
y{€Tn+i(Lp). (77' can be constructed using Toda's toral construction 
[ô] and is defined up to indeterminacy Trn+i(S)®ZpC.irn+\(Lp).) 

Multiplication can be defined making ir*{Lp) an algebra over Zp. 

Then J%=J5£o = £p and 

£** = H*(K(Z);T*(LP)) = H*(K(Z);ZP) ® TT*(LP) = 4*.® TT*(LP) 

where -4* is isomorphic to E(T\, T2, • • • )®^(£i , £2, * * • )> the ex
terior algebra on generators n tensored with the polynomial algebra 
on generators £», where dim n — l = d i m ^i = 2(pi—1). ^4* is the dual 
algebra to the quotient coalgebra of the Steenrod Algebra, by the 
left ideal generalized by the Bockstein. 

1 These results are part of the author's doctoral dissertation submitted to the 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology. The author wishes to thank Professors D. W. 
Anderson and G. W. Whitehead for their advice and guidance. 
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Toda [5] had found elements an€pir2n(p-.i)-i(S) where a\ is in the 
image of the J-homomorphism and (ar, pi, o:5)=a r + s . He also found 
the elements/38€p7r2(,p+»-i)(p-i)_2(S) with |8i=(ai,aji, • • • (p) • • • , a i ) . 
He proved that Plai^O if and only if there is some nonzero element 
yepir2p2(p-i)-2(S). We prove that JSÎOJI^O, and combining this with 
some further advances of May [3] we have the following partial de
scription of pir*(S) : 

THEOREM. Thep-primarycomponentofirn(S)forQ<n^(p2+2p)q — 6 
(where q = 2(p — l)) is described completely by the following table 
listing each element, its order, and its dimension: (In this table j^l.) 

Order Dimension 

i ? - l , jféO (modp) 

JPi—UJf^Q (mod£) 

JP2q-l,J^0 (modp) 

((j+m)p+tn)q—2j9 O^rn^p-2 

((j+tn)p+fn+l)q—2j—l, OSm^p-2 

p*q-2 

(p2+jp+nip+m)q-2j-2, 0^m^p-2, 

j=l,iîm=l and p — 3 

(p2+jp+nip+m+l)q-2j-3, 0^tn^p-2, 

y = l , i f m=l and p = 3 

(p2+tn)q-3, l^rn^p-2 

(p2+tn)q-2, l^nt^p-1 

(P2 + P)q-3 

Element 

ay 

(2) 
OLjp 

(3) 
OLjp2 

i - i 
Pm+1^1 

i - 1 
aiPm+iPi 

y 

i - i 
Pn+lfil 7 

i - i 
OtiPm+101 J 

otmy 

Gm 

4> 

Oidt 

P 

P2 

P* 

P 

P 
P 

P 

P 

P 
P 
f 

fcpp-lpl 
3-1 (p2+jp+p-l)q~2j-2;j=l if p = 3. 

If we consider the above terms as being in 7r*(S) ®Zj>Or*(Lp), then we 
have the following relations: (Let a = ai.) 

an = (a'y-1^ anp = (a/)wp"1«> <W =! (a')np2~1a, n^O (mod p) 

em = (a)my + m(a,)m~layf, 1 ^ m ^ p — 1, 

01 Pp-i == ep-2-
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Furthermore, there are homotopy operations T and R such that T(^i) 
= j8t-+i, l^i^p—-2 and R((3i)=y. (Equalities hold f or a particular 
choice of basis elements.) 

REMARKS. By Toda [5], our result is equivalent to the following: 
Given N, consider the sequence of topological spaces K1C.K2C. • • • 
CSN where Tj(Kk) = 0 for j^N+k and the inclusion i: SN->Kk in
duces i*: TJ(SN) ^TjiKk) îor j<N+k. Let A*(Kh; Zp) = #*+*(£*; Zp) 
for 0^i<N+k. (This does not depend on N.) There is a generator 
bpeAk+l(Kk; Zp) for fe = (p*-l)q-2. Then (P^M****-^; Zp). Toda 
proves [5] that (P1bp = 0 if and only if /^cei^O. Thus it follows from 
our result that (?1bp = 0. 

B R I E F OUTLINE OF PROOF. We use the fact that dr is known to be a 
derivation. The first nonzero element in positive dimension in the 
base is £1 in E^0. Since it cannot be a boundary, it must be a non-
cycle. Hence there must be some nonzero element in EltQ-iÇ=.wq-i(Lp). 
This element must be the image of a\. Thus dq(^i) = ai. Then dq(t;l) 
= 2£i<*i, • • • , dq(^l~1) = — £Ï~2CKI, so that all these elements are can
celled (i.e. are boundaries or noncycles. But then dq(^) =^£i~1ai = 0. 
Thus £i - 1ai is not a boundary hence it must be a noncycle. Thus there 
must be a nonzero element in E\va„2

(^'xpq-.<t,{Lp). (This element is ft.) 
In exactly the same way, £ï_1j3icei is a nonboundary hence $+1=^0, 
i*è.p — 1. Then we assume that /3iai = 0. There is nothing natural to 
cancel j3ï+1 (which May [3] proves is nonzero). Thus it becomes in
creasingly difficult to assure that each noncycle is a boundary, and 
finally we see that there is an infinite cycle which is not a boundary. 
This contradicts the fact that E"t = 0 if (s, 1)^(0, 0), so the assump
tion is incorrect and jSfai^O. 

Detailed proofs and a more complete statement of our results will 
appear elsewhere. 
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